SIMPLE ACCESS CONTROL
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Thank you for joining Codelocks
at Intersec 2020!

CONNECT
AND
CONTROL
Codelocks Smart Locks combine smart technology with
traditional keypad and card access options suitable for
a wide range of applications. The CL4510 and CL5510
Smart Locks are easily operated and managed directly via
the keypad or via any Bluetooth compatible smartphone
by downloading the K3 Connect App*. Updating settings,
generating and sending access codes, or viewing audit
trail information can all be done using your smartphone.
Unique codes can be created with a specific start date
and time, so that they automatically expire after a set
duration. The codes can be sent to individuals via SMS
or email and recorded via the audit trail function, allowing
entry to be tightly controlled and monitored.
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K3 CONNECT
NETCODE
TECHNOLOGY
Codelocks NetCode is one of the
key enabling technologies for its
smart locks. With NetCode, you
can provide remote access to
the Codelocks Smart Lock range
from anywhere in the world.
The lock doesn’t need to be
connected to the internet in order
to grant access, and you don’t
need to be near the lock.

Up to 350 Users
100 Phone Clients
100 Client User Codes
150 Client Smart Cards
12 button back-lit keypad
Keyless entry - no lost keys
NetCode generation technology
Set up to 10 Code Free access periods
Suspend and Restore any or all Clients
Mortice Latch and Mortice Lock available
Keypad indicates locked / unlocked status
Tamper time out and low battery warning
Manage and operate locks via smartphone
Personal wireless connectivity for management
Simple upgrade from electronic range using same fixings
Auxiliary Connections: four different modes of operation

Program and manage your
smart lock at the touch of a
button via the K3 Connect
App*. Generate and send
codes for easy access, issue
smart cards for alternative
entry, track and control via
audit trail.

STILL SIMPLE
JUST SMARTER
Keep track on when and which lock was
accessed by downloading audit trail data
Quick and easy installation process with
retrofit opportunites - perfect for upgrades

****
✓

CODE

CARD

PHONE

Codelocks Smart Locks are provided
with all parts and instructions included
How-to videos and literature available at:
www.codelockssupport.com Helpline: 0800 393 405
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*The App is available on the Apple App Store for Apple devices or Google PlayTM for AndroidTM devices.

A

HARMONIOUS SOLUTION
The founders of Pirate Studios, an innovative
music studio rental start-up, were able to fulfil its
business model by using Codelocks’ CL5510 Smart Lock.
It was looking for a solution that would allow musicians
self-service access to recording studios at allotted times,
eliminating the need for staff onsite and keeping studio hire
costs down.

SMART LOCKS
IN ACTION
Smart
Lock

“We were very lucky in finding Codelocks when we did.
We had a big requirement for codes that were specific for
a time period, in order to make sure our security was tight.
We searched high and wide across the globe for a lock
that would do that for us, and the Codelocks NetCode was
perfect for our requirements. Not only did it provide the
functionality we needed, but also a very easy to use backend that we were able to communicate with easily.”
- David Borrie, Co-founder of Pirate Studios

CONVENIENCE IS KEY
Lifestyle Serviced Apartments (LSA) is a property letting
specialist. The firm manages properties on behalf of
landlords and other agents, renovating them and then
renting them out. LSA also partners with local employers
to ensure that quality tenants are found for the properties
in its portfolio. As part of the renovation process, LSA
wanted to find an access control solution that would secure
the properties without hindering the check-in process for
guests.
“Initially, we looked at solutions from
various suppliers, but when we hired a
company to help install the locks, they
recommended we take a closer look
at Codelocks,” explained David Diack,
Director of Lifestyle Service Apartments.
“I had a meeting with Codelocks and
really liked the concept. I couldn’t
understand how they worked at first, but
Codelocks took the time to explain the
technology.”

“EXACTLY WHAT WE
WERE LOOKING FOR:
A GOOD VALUE
AND CLEVERLY
DESIGNED LOCK.”

Mr Diack says that, eventually, he hopes to leverage the
Codelocks Application Programming Interface (API),
integrating the locks with the firm’s online booking system
and fully automating the check in process.

GAME, SET, MATCH.
Parks Tennis was searching for the
best way to manage access to its
public tennis courts. The goal was to
secure the courts, but make it easy to
book and use them whilst generating
income. Codelocks enabled a simple
‘pay as you play’ solution with the
CL5510 Smart Lock. This lock gives
the ability to create and send codes
remotely to customers, simplifying Parks Tennis’ booking
procedure and ensuring the courts remain protected and
profitable.
“The CL5510 was exactly what we were looking for: a good
value and cleverly designed lock, which enables timesensitive access codes to be issued automatically. The
lock is easy to use, cost-effective, and battery powered,
requiring no internet or electricity to install. It works
seamlessly with our existing booking systems. Codelocks
are also a fantastic partner to work with – they are always
available and they offer first-class support.”
- Jeff Hunter, Managing Director, Parks Tennis CIC
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CODELOCKS FIND THE PERFECT MATCH FOR
LOYD LINDSAY ROOMS

Set in leafy Oxfordshire,
the Loyd Lindsay Rooms
is a unique and flexible
venue, offering event
facilities. From board
meetings to conferences,
birthdays to weddings, the
staff pride themselves by
offering the highest level of
personal service from start
to finish.
Loyd Lindsay Rooms were looking
for an access control system which
would be secure, easy to use and
flexible for their needs. Codelocks
provided the solution with the
CL5510 smart lock, which can be
operated and managed by code,
card and phone, offering easy
access and control.

FEELING HEARTBROKEN
Before discovering Codelocks, Loyd
Lindsay clients had to be let into the
venue. This meant that the caretaker
was constantly going back and forth
to the venue to let individual groups
in to the rooms or to open the whole
site for a function. This prompted
Loyd Lindsay to look for a flexible,
reliable and professional solution to
their access needs.
© 2020 Codelocks Ltd. All rights reserved.

LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT
Following a presentation from
local locksmiths JPriest & Son at
a BNI marketing referral group,
Loyd Lindsay rooms decided on a
Codelocks CL5510 smart lock.
Jason Priest, owner of JPriest & Son
has been working with Codelocks
throughout the duration of his 30-year
career, partnering with Codelocks on
many projects including schools and
colleges within Oxford University.
Speaking of Codelocks he stated,
“They are a very professional
company and the development of its
standalone smart lock, prevents the
need for continuous code changes
on site.
“The CL5510 is a quality product,
reliable and versatile. With its ease
of installation, we did not hesitate

to recommend this smart lock over
others in the market place. It offered
everything the Loyd Lindsay rooms
required, it’s simple to use and offers
the phone, code and card options
as well as a key override option. All
other manufacturers could only offer
some of the features, or could offer
all but only in conjunction with other
smart products.”
Karen Smith, Manager of Loyd
Lindsay rooms knew that Codelocks
would be the perfect solution to
their needs, “I didn’t look at any
alternatives as having spoken to
Jason following the presentation, he
assured me that Codelocks CL5510
could do everything I wanted it to.
I spoke to Jason straight after the
presentation who procured the lock
for me.”

THE ICING ON THE CAKE
As access control was The Loyd
Lindsay Rooms main concern,
JPriest & Son fitted a CL5510 smart
lock on the front door. This lock
allows codes to be created via an
online portal and issued to customers
via email or SMS, thus eliminating the
need for a staff member to be onsite.

ABOUT CL5510
With the CL5510, controlling access
has never been so convenient,
especially since all aspects of the
lock can be managed remotely using
a smartphone. Users can choose
the most suitable entry method
for their needs, whether that be
allowing access via a simple code
or by the use of compatible smart
cards. The lock audit trail data can
be downloaded and viewed, to keep
track of when and where the lock
was accessed. Codes can be set
for a specific start date and time,
automatically expiring after a set
duration. In addition, ‘code free’
periods can be set to allow free
access at certain times of the day.
“The Codelocks system has allowed
me to set up specific codes for
individual clients to give them access
to the venue without our Caretaker
being present. It has also enabled
me to give a one-off access code
to a Contractor when I was held
up in traffic. He was able to start
work at the venue without having to
wait around for me.” - Karen Smith,
manager of The Loyd Linsday
Rooms.

THE KNIGHT IN SHINING ARMOUR
The major benefit to the Loyd
Lindsay Rooms to date has been a
financial one. Remote access means
that the venue no longer has to pay
their caretaker to go to the venue
to open up and lock up after every
client. The lock has also provided
additional security. Previously if a
client was using the venue, the front
door was open which lead to people
often wandering in to look around or
use the facilities. With the Codelock’s
system, this is no longer possible.

“Our Caretaker is very pleased with
not having to continuously visit the
venue to open and lock up,” said
Karen. “The venue is now unlocked
at the beginning of the day and then
locked up at the end of the day – with
the Codelock system being used
throughout the day.
“The feedback from our clients has
also been positive as they now know
that they will not be interrupted by
people just walking into the venue.”
© 2020 Codelocks Ltd. All rights reserved.

CODELOCKS CREATES PERFECT BALANCE FOR
LONDON’S LEADING YOGA AND PILATES PROVIDER

triyoga were looking for
modern, simple and secure
lockers that were hasslefree for members to use.
Codelocks provided the
solution with the KitLock
KL1000 lock, a robust, easy to
use electronic locking system
specifically designed to
provide keyless and coinless
access.
Founded in 2000, triyoga has
become London’s top destination
for yoga, Pilates and treatments.
With established centres in Camden,
Chelsea, Covent Garden, Ealing
and Soho, the latest addition in
Shoreditch offers over 125 yoga,
Pilates and barre classes per week.
Each centre has been designed
to create a calm, relaxing and
rejuvenating space amongst
London’s bustle.

A FLEXIBLE SOLUTION
Following a recommendation from a
locker manufacturer, triyoga specified
the KitLock to the designers of the
new Shoreditch centre, Aldworth
James & Bond.
James Cannon, facilities manager at
triyoga immediately knew they were
the perfect match. “The KitLock from
Codelocks ticked all the boxes, from
price point to functionality and had
clearly been designed with ease of
use in mind. I immediately contacted
Aldworth James & Bond who
procured 150 of the KL1000 locks.”
Dan Benson, project manager at
Aldworth James & Bond explained,
“The most important requirement for
triyoga was that users didn’t need
keys.”

PEACE OF MIND
Before KitLock locker locks were
installed, triyoga guests used coin
operated key locks. This meant
guests had to take their locker key
with them to treatments and classes,
often misplacing them. For triyoga
staff, managing locker keys became
problematic and extremely labour
intensive. This prompted them to
search for a lock that looked modern,
was simple to operate and secure.
© 2020 Codelocks Ltd. All rights reserved.

Photography by Tom Donald for Aldworth James & Bond

“The KL1000 was the perfect solution
for triyoga, and from start to finish the
service we received from Codelocks
was brilliant, we’ve really enjoyed
working with them. Procurement was
easy, installation was straightforward
and we received great customer
service.”

THE KITLOCK EXPLAINED
The KitLock KL1000 is a digital
cabinet lock ideal for replacing
padlock locker mechanisms and
traditional key cam locks supplied
at many gyms, spas and leisure
centres. It uses a four-digit code
rather than a key to operate and
secure the locker. In Public Function
guests simply enter a code, “lock
and go”. When it’s time to leave, the
customer enters their code again and
the locker opens. The code is then
automatically erased, leaving the
locker free for the next customer.

THE GURU OF LOCKER LOCKS
To ensure an environment of peace
and tranquillity, members can now
enjoy a stress-free experience
without the inconvenience of carrying
locker keys and coins. triyoga have
programmed the locks in Public
Function, allowing members to easily
find a locker, whilst allowing staff
members access at the end of the
day for cleaning.
“The KitLock solution is user-friendly,
secure and takes the duty of care
away from us as keys are no longer
left lying around,” said James.
“Features such as the technician
code are extremely useful when a
customer forgets their code, plus we
are able to open all the lockers at the
end of the day and check nothing is
left inside overnight.
“We designed our centres to be
slick, beautiful and at the top of their
game, whilst also offering comfort
and convenience. The KitLock from
Codelocks has allowed us to ensure
that this aesthetic goes beyond the
studios and treatment rooms and into
the changing rooms, much more in
keeping with the quality expected
from our centres.”
© 2020 Codelocks Ltd. All rights reserved.
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NetCode
The smart way to generate access codes

Built on the success of KitLock’s most popular KL1000 locker
lock, the KL1060 NetCode offers the same high standard of
functionality, but with the added benefit of being able to remotely
generate unique access codes that are time/date sensitive.

Set short, medium or long-term codes for a specific:
TIME

DATE
MAY

10

DURATION
VALID FROM

VALID UNTIL

Generate them via the K3 Connect App or by
logging on to the online NetCode Portal
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thanks!

Then, using audit trail, view the lock’s history
including which codes were used at what time!

codelocks.co.uk/netcode
© 2020 Codelocks Ltd. All rights reserved.

NetCode
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Send them to the end user via SMS or
email, from wherever you are

P R ES S RELEA S E

Codelocks Smart Lock range gets smarter
Self-service standalone locks that are intelligent, enabling easier access control
Codelocks designs smart, digital locks which help make building
managers’ working lives easier. The Codelocks smart lock range
includes the recently launched CL4520 in addition to the CL4510,
CL5520 and CL5510. These smart locks utilise wireless technology
giving users the ability to connect remotely and choose between
pushbutton code, smart card or smartphone access.
Self-service entry offers accessibility outside normal working hours,
helping businesses operate more efficiently around the clock.
The lock can also be set in ‘code-free mode’ at fixed times of the
day, allowing access for cleaning, maintenance or deliveries.
Administrators are able to monitor access records and usage with
comprehensive audit trail tools.
By using Codelocks’ NetCode technology, the smart locks can
be managed remotely as operators can generate and send time
sensitive codes to end users using the K3 Connect App*. These
codes can be accessed by any Bluetooth compatible smartphone
making the whole process simple and convenient to all involved.
Codelocks also offers an Application Programming Interface (API) allowing businesses to integrate the NetCode
technology into their existing systems. By automating code generation, the need for on-site staff is dramatically
reduced. Businesses can recognise new levels of convenience without compromising on security.
“With so much choice available it can be difficult to know which access control product is best for each
businesses’ building, staff, customers and budget, and which will work alongside any current systems,” said
Colin Campbell, Managing Director at Codelocks. “By combining smart technology with traditional keypad and
card access options, our smart locks suit a wide range of applications. From rental spaces to building and
property managers, Codelocks customers around the world are recognising the benefits that our technology
brings. They are also supported by our team of experts offering application advice and after sales technical
support.”
The newest smart lock to the range, CL4520, combines convenience and flexibility with a powerful mortice lock
with a double cylinder – ideal for those who may need to deploy the key-controlled mortice lock to restrict access
at specific times. Conversely, the locks can be set in code-free mode at fixed times of the day when access is
required for cleaning, maintenance, deliveries or when general access is permitted.
“The CL4520 is the next generation of lock – it is smart, convenient and effective. With the introduction of
a mortice lock to the system, it delivers the option of even greater levels of security,” said Colin Campbell,
Managing Director at Codelocks.
Versatile across a huge variety of settings, Codelocks offer advice and support to help you choose the right lock
for your business.

www.codelocks.co.uk/smart-locks
*The locks can be managed with the K3 Connect App by any Bluetooth compatible smartphone. The App is available on Apple App Store for Apple devices or Google Play™ for Android™
devices by searching for K3 Connect. Apple, the Apple logo, and iPhone are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc.
Android, Google Play and the Google Play logo are trademarks of Google Inc.

www.codelocks.com
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KEY MANAGEMENT MADE EASY
Simple and effective key control cabinets, utilizing coded access to allow authorized persons to manage
keys 24 hours a day, from just a single or unique access code. The rigid-built cabinets, when combined with
mechanical or digital coded locks, provide an enhanced secure enclosure for keys, fobs and padlocks. With
wall-mounted and freestanding options available, there’s a cabinet with a capacity that will suit a wide range of
environments and industry sectors, such as: healthcare, education, hospitality and commercial.

+44 (0) 1635 239 645
sales@codelocks.com

codelocks.com
KeySecure is a Codelocks Inc brand. © 2020 Codelocks Ltd. All rights reserved.

CODELOCKS UK
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CODELOCKS INC
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Tel: +44 (0) 1635 239645
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Helpline, service & spares
Freephone: 0800 393 405

Helpline, service & spares
Toll free: 1.877.codelock

Helpline, service & spares
Toll free: 1800 052 131
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